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Trajection 5: Who’s in the middle? 

 
In the UK as in all countries income is not evenly distributed, indeed the UK is often 

cited as one of the most unequal societies in the world. Here we examine the 

structure of UK incomes in detail in order to better understand where the ‘middle’ lies 

and especially to explore whether there is one homogenous ‘middle’ group as 

suggested in much contemporary political rhetoric. 

UK income distribution, deciles (Millions of households) 

 

Source: DWP, Households below Average Income, 2010/11 
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As the chart above shows, the gap between the top and bottom of the 1st income 

decile (just under £11k) is as wide as the entirety of deciles 2-5. After these narrow 

deciles in the middle, they get steadily wider. Median household income is £419 per 

week (just under £22,000 a year), but the middle 50% (i.e. between the 25th and 75th 

percentile) are separated by just £11,000 (from £15,000 to £26,000).  

The financial definition of the middle is therefore very narrow – one salary rise (or cut) 

could see a household move up (or down) the scale significantly, but it 

encapsulates a huge swathe of society. The broadness of the middle is echoed in  

Ed Miliband’s ‘squeezed middle’ phrase which excluded only those reliant on 

benefits or earning over £100k – amounting to just under 90% of the adult population.  

Are the vast majority of consumers in the UK really so similar that they can be 

grouped together so easily? Our data suggests that significant differences emerge 

between consumers in income bands at either end of the ‘middle’. 

 

 £10,000-£19,999  £30,000-£39,999  

I have a high degree of choice about 

the way my life turns out  
36%  41%  

The financial situation of my household 

will improve in the next 12 months  
17%  24%  

High level of satisfaction with the 

financial situation of my household  
12%  24%  

High level of satisfaction with my life 

overall  
41%  46%  

 

Source: Trajectory Global Foresight 2011/12. Base 1207 

The table above demonstrates the gulf in experience of the current economic 

downturn between consumers who are reasonably close in terms of basic income. A 

household with an income of between £30,000-39,999 has higher levels of financial 

satisfaction and optimism, slightly improved levels of freedom of choice and control 

and higher overall life satisfaction than a household with an income of £10,000-

19,999.  

Miliband’s ‘squeezed middle’ phrase is designed to act as a unifier – a counterpart 

to the Conservatives’ ‘we’re all in this together’ maxim. However, the ‘middle’ may 

in fact not be particularly united – the table above demonstrates that while a 

degree of economic constraint and financial pessimism prevails across income 

bands, the extent of its impact varies. In the face of protracted economic turmoil, 

politicians are keen to refer to a wide base of voters united in adversity and anxiety - 

in reality other dividing lines quickly emerge.  For example, a tenet of the post-war 
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welfare state was an attempt to anchor those on middle incomes to the benefits 

system – through universal provision (e.g. child benefit) while the current government 

sees this as fiscally unsustainable. The 1980’s saw right-to-buy schemes help undo the 

collective ethos of social housing – with people on lower incomes taking the 

opportunity to separate themselves from those on even lower incomes with the 

inevitable impact on the nation’s social housing stock. 

There is some indication that the on-going recession has caused a hardening of 

views towards the practices of others in society – but simultaneously, an apparent 

increase in willingness to ‘play the system’. The proportion of consumers who are 

willing to justify cheating on tax has risen (30% say it is at least ‘sometimes’ justifiable, 

up from 19% in 2006), but consumers are more likely to condemn benefit fraud (12% 

say it is sometimes justifiable, down from 18% in 2006). This indicates that consumers 

are becoming a little more selfish as financial pressures continue – willing to break 

the rules themselves, while condemning others.  

Trajectory Global Foresight data reveals that consumers with household incomes 

lower than £10,000 a year (roughly corresponding to the lowest income decile) are 

more likely to condemn benefit fraud than tax evasion – just as those on higher 

incomes are. Consumers in this income bracket are also slightly less likely than those 

earning between £10,000-30,000 (roughly, income deciles 2-7) to agree that ‘getting 

the cheapest price is important to them’, and slightly more likely to agree that ‘I like 

to own things that impress my friends and family’. As politicians seek to reassure 

consumers that they are ‘on the side of the grafters’ and not ‘those ripping off our 

society’,1 the data suggests that those on the lowest incomes are also keen to 

demonstrate that they are aligned in values to the ‘approved middle’.  

Consumer Values (UK, selected income bands) 

                                                           
1
  http://www.guardian.co.uk/politics/2011/jun/13/ed-miliband-labour-party-grafters 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/politics/2011/jun/13/ed-miliband-labour-party-grafters
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Source: Trajectory Global Foresight 2011/12. Base 1675 

The above chart illustrates that there is little variation in consumer attitudes between 

people at either end of the broadly defined ‘middle’ – those on between £10,000-

19,999 or on between £30,000-39,999. It also demonstrates that those in the middle 

are more similar to those on the lowest income than those on the highest. The 

wealthiest are notably more likely to consider brands important, and far less likely to 

agree that ‘getting the cheapest price is important’ to them. Contrastingly, there is 

much less discrepancy between those on middle incomes (at either end of the 

middle) and those on the lowest incomes, where responses vary by only a few 

percentage points.  

The implications of these findings are varied. While the uneven distribution of income 

in the UK means that the difference between one end of the middle and the other 

(i.e. the 25th and 75th percentiles) is narrower than might be expected it does in fact 

create an odd paradox in consumer experiences and responses to the downturn. 

While there is a marked difference in experience of the recession and financial 

optimism or satisfaction consumer values around brands and price are far more 

closely aligned. Consumers who may not have had the same financial experience 

are nevertheless responding to it in similar ways (volitional austerity).  

Another key implication is the relative positioning of the middle. Both financially and 

attitudinally, consumers in the middle are closer to those at the lower end of the 

income scale. Indeed, as political rhetoric seeks to identify most urgently with this 

broad group of consumers in the middle, consumers on the lower end of the scale 

are also keen to assimilate themselves with this ‘approved’ group; to demonstrate, in 

Ed Miliband’s words, that they too are ‘on the side of the grafters’.  

Conclusion 
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The middle represents a huge proportion of UK households with a distinctive position 

relative to the very poor and the very rich. Their experiences of the recession will vary 

significantly by geography, employment status and sector, housing status and 

education/skills but their responses are remarkably closely aligned. 

A key, perhaps the key feature, of the current recession is its length. Even now in Q4 

2012 it is hard to see any serious prospect of a return to the UK’s long-term average 

economic growth rate. We are told that we are yet to feel the full impact of cuts in 

UK public sector services, benefits and employment, even while further cuts are 

being planned. Daily we receive new reports of the deteriorating situation in the 

Eurozone and more recently increased concern about the impact on developing 

market economies. 

As such it is perhaps easier to understand the idea of volitional austerity, if not the 

alacrity with which many middle income households embraced the concept in 

2008/9. This emblematic embrace of austerity serves to highlight frustration with the 

consumer society for many but also perhaps creates fertile psychological ground for 

the ‘assault’ on the welfare state that is currently under discussion. 

What is particularly interesting is the impact of this on perceptions of the wealthy, 

especially the business and financial elites, how their consumption patterns are 

changing and how public policy (especially with regard to taxation) evolves. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

This Trajection is driven by data and thinking from Trajectory's Global Foresight service (TGF) 

which covers 20 countries.  The service provides analysis on the trends driving consumer and 

citizen behaviour - what they are, why they are important and where they are heading.  All 

of the content is supported by research amongst over 40,000 people per annum. 

For more information about TGF or any associated research projects please get in touch: 

 


